ABSTRACT The adjusted anchored neighborhood regression (A+) method is one of the state-of-the-art methods for single image super-resolution. An important implicit assumption of the A+ method is that the high-resolution (HR) image patches corresponding to similar low-resolution (LR) image patches must be similar too; therefore, the neighborhood regressions in HR patch space and LR patch space can share same representing coefficients. However, this assumption is often invalid due to the ill posedness of the super-resolution problem, and non-similar HR sample patches often share large representing coefficients. To remedy this, we propose to improve the A+ method by introducing high-resolution similarity-based adjusting weights into HR representation coefficients to reduce the effect of these non-similar HR sample patches. These adjusting weights are incorporated into the projection matrixes with low computational cost before the super-resolution processing. The numerical results demonstrate that our method can improve the performance of the A+ method effectively with low computational cost.
I. INTRODUCTION
Images with high-resolution (HR) can offer more details which may be critical in various applications such as remote sensing [1] , medical diagnostic [2] and intelligent surveillance [3] . However, limited to hardware and imaging conditions, we can only obtain down-sampled low-resolution (LR) images in practice. Super-resolution (SR) aims to induce an estimated HR image from an observed LR image, which is one of the enduring active research topics in the image processing community, while it is also a challenging task because it is a typical ill-posed inverse problem [4] .
Single image SR research spans decades. The traditional interpolation methods such as nearest neighbor, bilinear or bicubic are still in broad use [5] - [8] because of low cost and computational complexity. However, these interpolation based SR methods are prone to blur high-frequency details and therefore often lead to blurring edges and unclear textures in the super-resolved HR image. The example based SR direction is the one currently most active. According to the source of example samples, the example based SR methods can be divided into two subclasses: the internal example SR methods and the external example SR methods. The former solely extract and organize example patches online from the input LR image, which leads to high computational complexities [9] - [11] ; the latter use external data [12] - [19] and move off-line most of the computation required to extract and build useful priors and models [20] - [25] , which reduce the computational complexity in the SR processing greatly and often have better SR performance.
To make these external example SR methods successful, different assumptions and priors are utilized. Neighbor embedding (NE) [12] - [14] approaches assume that LR and HR image patches lie on low dimensional nonlinear manifolds with locally similar geometry. Using the Locally Linear Embedding (LLE) [26] technique in manifold learning, Chang et al. propose a NE+LLE SR method [14] , which assumes that the patch space is populated densely enough but it is often incorrect in practice. Assuming sparsity and performing sparse coding over learned dictionaries of LR and HR patches, Yang et al. [18] propose a SR method which just needs considerably smaller dictionary than the NE+LLE method. However, the time complexity increases greatly because the computation of sparse coding is required, and then Zeyde et al. [19] speed up the overall framework by using K-SVD and orthogonal matching pursuit to enforce sparsity. Timofte et al. [20] go further with Anchored Neighborhood Regression (ANR) method, which transforms the SR task into a linear search followed by a regression of the LR input patch. To improve the performance of ANR method, Jiang et al. [21] , [22] propose Locally regularized Anchored Neighborhood Regression (LANR) which assigns different weight for each neighbor dictionary atom according to its correlation to the input LR patch. The follow-up Adjusted ANR (A+) method [23] computes the regressors from training LR and HR sample patches instead of the dictionary, which uses the prior data better for performance improvement and becomes one of the current state-of-the-art methods for single image SR.
A core assumption of the A+ method is that a given LR image patch can be linearly represented by K nearest LR sample neighbors of the nearest LR atom, and the estimated HR image patch can be linearly represented by the corresponding K nearest HR sample neighbors with the same representation coefficients. It should be noted that these K nearest HR sample neighbors are just chosen automatically according to the corresponding similar LR sample neighbors, but not to the similarities of the HR samples themselves. However, SR is an ill-posed problem due to the notorious ambiguity of patch correspondence: a LR image patch can be the down-sampled version of different non-similar HR image patches. More importantly, the representation coefficients used for HR regression only depend on the similarities between the LR image patches, which implies that non-similar HR sample patches may be wrongly assigned large representation coefficients just because the corresponding LR sample patches are similar. To remedy this, we propose to introduce high-resolution similarity to adjust the HR representation coefficients, namely similar HR sample neighbors have large representation coefficients and nonsimilar HR sample neighbors only have small representation coefficients. By doing so, the adjusted representation coefficients can reflect similarities between HR image patches more accurately which will be beneficial for SR performance improvement. It should be noted that our method is similar but different with the LANR method [21] . On the one hand, we compute the regressors from training LR and HR sample patches instead of the dictionary which is used in LANR method; on the other hand, and more importantly, the adjusting weights in our method are computed according to the HR similarities but the weights in LANR method are computed according to LR correlations.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: in Section II, we introduce HR similarity directed adjusted anchored neighborhood regression for single image SR in detail.
Experimental results with quality analysis are given in Section III to demonstrate the efficiency of our method. Finally, discussion and conclusion are provided in Section IV.
II. HIGH RESOLUTION SIMILARITY DIRECTED ADJUSTED ANCHORED NEIGHBORHOOD REGRESSION A. REVIEW AND ANALYSIS OF THE A+ METHOD
The A+ method has received considerable attention in recent years due to its top performance and low time complexity both at training and testing. The training data consists of extracted LR sample patches
with M the number of training samples. The A+ method contains the following key steps:
(i) Dictionary learning: obtain the LR sparse dictionary
of the training data by using the sparse method proposed by Zeyde et al. [19] , where N M is the number of dictionary atoms. In the ANR method and the A+ method, the LR sparse dictionary atoms are called anchor points.
(ii) Projection matrix computation:
in Y automatically, and then compute the projection matrix corresponding to the anchor point d l j as follows
where λ > 0 is a constant parameter.
(iii) SR processing: for a given LR image patch p l , find its nearest anchor point d l j in D l and the corresponding projection matrix P j , and then obtain the estimated superresolved HR image patch asp h = P j p l . All anchor points and projection matrixes have been obtained and stored in the training process, and therefore the computational cost in the SR processing is very low.
In the above steps, the step (ii) is the core of the A+ method, which is based on two assumptions:
(ii-a) Any LR image patch p l can be linear represented approximately by the K nearest sample neighbors N l j of its nearest anchor point d l j , where the optimal representation coefficients (α * j,1 , · · · , α * j,K ) T are computed according to the following ridge regression problem
which has explicit solution as follows
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(ii-b) The estimated HR image patch can be linearly represented by the corresponding nearest HR sample neighbors N h j with the same representation coefficients α * j , namelŷ
where
T is the projection matrix of the anchor point d l j . We notice that the HR sample neighbors in N h j are just chosen automatically according to the corresponding similar LR sample neighbors in N l j . Moreover, as showed in the equations (2) and (4), the linear representations in LR patch space and HR patch space share the same representation coefficients. It should be noted that all of these are based on an important implicit assumption: the HR image patches corresponding to similar LR image patches must be similar too. Unfortunately, this core assumption is often incorrect in practice because of the ill-posedness of the SR problem. In ideal case, similar patches should be close to their cluster center. In Figure 1 , we illustrate the distances between the sample patches and the cluster centers in N l j and N h j corresponding to different anchor point d l j , respectively. The results in Figure 1 implies that the HR image patches corresponding to similar LR image patches are similar too. However, as showed in Figure 1 (c) - Figure 1(f) , for the 5-th and 12-th anchor points, though the LR image patches are similar and close to the LR cluster centers, some HR patches are far away from the HR cluster centers which implies these HR image patches are not similar to most of patches in N h j , but they may be wrongly assigned large coefficients because the LR sample patches are similar. To remedy this, we propose to introduce HR similarity information into the HR representation coefficients, and therefore we can reduce effect of these non-similar HR image patches in the SR processing and improve performance of the A+ method better.
B. HIGH RESOLUTION SIMILARITY DIRECTED A+ METHOD
In this paper, we introduce a HR similarity directed adjusting weight for each representation coefficient, and modify the ridge regression problem (2) as follows
where W j = diag(w j,1 , w j,2 , · · · , w j,K ) is a HR similarity directed weighting matrix of the j−th anchor point d l j . Similar to the equation (3), the minimization problem (5) also has explicit solution as follows
In our method, we still follow the assumption that the estimated HR image patch can be linearly represented by the HR samples in N h j , but the representation coefficients are replaced by the weighted coefficients β j = (β j,1 , · · · , β j,K ) T = W jαj , and therefore the improved super-resolved HR image patch can be computed as follows
Similar to the A+ method, we can induce the improved projection matrix of the anchor point d l j off-line for the SR processing according to the equation (7) as follows
In ideal case, HR samples in N h j are similar and close to the cluster center of N h j denoted by p h jC , and therefore we can set w j,k (k = 1, · · · , K ) to be close to one. However, as showed in Figure 1 , not all HR samples in N h j are similar enough in practice due to the notorious ambiguity of patch correspondence. Any non-similar HR sample in N h j must be far away from the cluster center p h jC and the corresponding adjusting weight should be very small. We compute the similarity index between each HR sample patch p h j,m and the cluster center p h jC in N h j firstly as follows
with the bandwidth parameter σ j > 0, and then define the HR similarity directed adjusting weights in W j = diag(w j,1 , w j,2 , · · · , w j,K ) as follows
It should be noted that finding the cluster center of N h j is very fast, and we can obtain the adjusted projection matrix (8) by replacing N h j and N l j in the equation (1) by N h j W j and N l j W j , respectively. Therefore, compared to the A+ method, the computational cost of our method in the training process just increases slightly. In the SR processing, our method and the A+ method have same computational cost.
To analyze the mechanism of the weighting matrix W j in our method more clearly, we can rewrite the minimization problem (5) equivalently as follows
where β j = (β j,1 , · · · , β j,K ) T are the coefficients used in the SR processing described by the equation (7) .
The comparison of the equation (11) and the original problem (2) shows that our method can be considered as an adaptive A+ method with adaptive regularization parameters. For any non-similar HR sample p h j,m far away from the cluster center p h jC , the corresponding HR similarity directed adjusting weight w j,m will be very small, and therefore the regularization parameter λ will be enlarged as λw (11), and therefore we can reduce the effect of this non-similar HR sample in the SR processing and then improve the performance of the A+ method.
III. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we compare our method with some widely used methods and new methods proposed recently including the traditional bicubic interpolation method, the NE+LLE method [14] , the ANR method [20] , the LANR method [21] and the A+ method [23] . For fair comparison, all these methods share the same training data sets used in [18] and three datasets for test including Set5, Set14, and B100 with 5, 14, and 100 images for different upscaling factors (×2, ×3, ×4), respectively. The LR dictionary and HR dictionary are obtained by using the sparse method proposed in [19] , and the dictionaries are same for all compared methods. The color images are converted to YCbCr color space, and the SR process is only performed on the luminance channel, and the chromatic channels are directly bicubically interpolated [27] . In our experiments, our method uses same parameters as the A+ method: the number of anchor points is 1024, the neighborhood size K is 2048, and the regularization constant λ = 0.1 . Moreover, we fix σ j = 5 in equation (9) . All experiments are performed under Windows 7 (X64) and MATLAB R2015b running on a computer with an Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-6700 with 8GB RAM.
In this paper, we use peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR), the structural similarity index measurement (SSIM) and feature-similarity index measurement (FSIM) [28] to evaluate the performance of super-resolution objectively. Here, PSNR is a pixel based image quality assessment (IQA), SSIM is a structure based IQA and FSIM is a human visual system based IQA. Moreover, we also compare the CPU time cost to evaluate the computational complexity in the SR processing.
In Table 1 , we show the comparison of the average PSNR, SSIM and FSIM of the high-resolution images obtained by using our method and the compared methods on Set5, Set14 and B100, respectively. In Table 2 , we illustrate the detailed comparison of the average PSNR, SSIM, FSIM and CPU time on Set5. The results show that when the scaling factor is small, the performances of our method and the A+ method are very close; when the scaling factor is VOLUME 6, 2018 large, our method performs better. In fact, with the increasing of the scaling factor, the probability that non-similar HR image patches have similar LR versions will increase too, and therefore the effect of the adjusting weights for performance improvement in our method is more significant. In Figure 3 - Figure 5 , we provide super-resolved HR images with upscaling factor ×4 obtained by our method and the compared methods. Obviously, the A+ method and our method perform better than the other four methods (Bicubic, NE+LLE, ANR and LANR), and our method is the best.
In Figure 2 , we illustrate the average speed (CPU time) in SR processing vs. average PSNR of our method and the compared methods on Set 5 with upscaling factor ×4. The main advantage of the anchor point based methods including ANR, LANR, A+ and our method is moving off-line most of the computation in training process. The projection matrixes are computed and restored off-line, and therefore the speed of SR processing is very fast. Though the computational cost for projection matrix computation of our method is just higher slightly than that of the A+ method, the computational complexities of these two methods in the SR processing are same, and more importantly, our our method can improve the PSNR much better.
In Table 3 , we illustrate the comparison of the representation coefficients of the HR sample patches in N h 5 and N h 12 when we deal with the Baby image in Set 5. As showed in the Figure 1 , some HR sample patches are far away form the corresponding cluster center in the neighbors N h 5 and N h 12 . In Table 3 , we list the representation coefficients corresponding to several similar HR sample patches and several nonsimilar HR sample patches. The results show that for the similar HR sample patches, our adjusted coefficients are close to the A+ coefficients. For the non-similar HR sample patches, our adjusted coefficients are getting a lot smaller than the A+ coefficients, which can reduce the effect of these non-similar HR sample patches in the SR processing and therefore improve the performance of the A+ method as showed in Table 1 and Table 2 .
IV. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
An important implicit assumption of the A+ method for single image super-resolution is that the HR image patches corresponding to similar LR image patches must be similar too, but it is often incorrect in practice. In the A+ method, non-similar HR image samples may be wrongly assigned large coefficients in SR processing. In this paper, we define adjusting weights according to the high-resolution similarity and introduce them into the HR representation coefficients to reduce the coefficients of these non-similar HR sample patches. By doing so, we can weaken the effect of these nonsimilar HR sample patches in SR processing and improve the performance of the A+ method especially when the upscaling factor is large. The numerical methods demonstrate the efficiency of our method.
In this paper, we pick out the non-similar HR sample patch according to its distance to the cluster center, and more importantly, our adjusting weights are also computed based on this distance. However, these non-similar HR sample patches will affect the determination of the cluster center, and therefore the distance to the cluster center is acceptable but not optimal for measuring the similarity of HR sample patches. An improved method worth trying is based on the existing method, after removing the significant non-similar outliers, and then recomputing the cluster center and distance. Moreover, the adjusting weights defined by the equation (10) also needs further improvement because according to this definition, some representation coefficient of similar HR sample patches will be reduced too. In our future work, we will focus on the improvement of the computation of adjusting weights to improve the SR performance better.
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